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This is the cumulative update that Microsoft announced will be available to Windows Insiders for
19H2. Its even more important to check for updates now before its available to all users. There
are two security updates for those of you who were using the Anniversary update. The security

updates are for Internet Explorer, the Microsoft Scripting Engine, Windows App Platform and
Frameworks, Microsoft Graphics Component, Windows Input and Composition, Windows Media,

Windows Shell, Microsoft Xbox, Microsoft Edge, Windows Fundamentals, Windows Cryptography,
Windows Authentication, Windows Kernel, Windows Network Security and Containers, Windows
Active Directory, Windows Server, and the Microsoft JET Database Engine. For details, see the
Release Notes for May 2020 Security Updates. There is also some good news in the post. The

Microsoft Scripting engine, which has been deprecated for over a year, is deprecated for good.
For those of you who like to get more information, you can read a summary of it in its removal in
the history section here. Another change in 19H2 is that Microsoft will deprecate Windows Store
apps for Windows Phone. This means no more Windows Store apps for Windows Phone. Microsoft

has already removed the Windows Store from the Settings app, so Windows Phone users dont
need to worry about it. The apps that were removed from Windows Phone cant be downloaded
from the Microsoft Store, and nobody has any idea what will happen to them. We also wonder if

this will affect Lumia phones with the Windows for phone emulators.
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Today we are releasing
18H1 build 19041.84 via

Windows Update to
Windows Insiders! This is

our first anniversary
update for Windows 10

and is also our first major
anniversary update, as
this marks the second

year that Windows 10 has
been available for
Windows Insiders.
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Microsoft Edge is
launching a lot of new

features on April 2nd! The
first Anniversary Update

for Windows 10 will get us
in to features like Cortana
improvements, Microsoft

Edge improvements,
Microsoft Rewards, more,
and more. Get 19H1 Build
19041.84 for Windows 10
now via Windows Update!

Today we are making
available an important
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update for Windows
Insiders on the Windows

10 November 2019
Update (19H1) build

channel. We've identified
a bug in this build that
can block certain file
types from syncing in

OneDrive. When the files
are added to a folder that
contains blocked files, the

sync is blocked for all
affected OneDrive users.
Update to the build also
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fixes a problem where
privacy controls werent
working properly in the
mobile UWP apps, and
another that increased
resource usage when
computers were on

battery and plugged in.
Its also worth mentioning
that this build fixes a bug
in the Windows Defender
app where it crashed if it

tried to detect a virus
without being connected
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to the internet. The
DirectAccess and IT

Essentials editions of
Windows 8.1 are updated,
and the Beam update for
Xbox One is also updated.

We only have the four
figures for this build, and
only the table showing

the fixes. Windows
Insiders can download it
directly from the app and

get the update from
Windows Update.
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Windows Insiders dont
see changes yet, but its

always important to check
for updates. Its a stable
build, with only minor
fixes. We have not yet

seen the update appear,
but once its released we
will post a link. We want

to say thanks to Microsoft
for giving us a preview

build. We hope you have
a great week. See you
tomorrow! 5ec8ef588b
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